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Roughneck Rubin Morano climbs the Trinidad 111 rig to help guide
pipe into the hole at a Chesapeake Energy drilling site near the
Mercado Juarez Restaurant off Interstate 35W in north Fort Worth.
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more than any other
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state, and a good number

viewfinder as black smoke. The camera can also see
methane emissions. although methane is not consid
ered a VOe.

of them are located in urban areas, Sheedy continued.
In 2005, the TCEQ contracted with a company to
fly over industrial sites along the Houston Ship Chan

The Texas Commission 011 Environmental Quality

neL as well as in the Texas City and Beaumont areas,

(TCEQ) used this infrared photographic technology

shooting video with an infrared camera. They also

to perform ftyovers of different parts of Texas in 2005

obtained video from a camera on a Texas Parks and

and again in 2007 to look for sources of VOCs, which

Wildlife boat and from a camera in a vehicle driving

are precursors to ozone formation, according to Keith

around the area, In 2007. they repeated the infrared

Sheedy. a professional engineer with the chief engi

survey. adding other areas along the coast, as well as

neer's office at the TCEQ.
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Part of a TCEQ presentation illustrating the use of infrared video cameras to identify fugitive emissions, the photo on the left shows a tank as it
appears in a normal video frame. The photo on the right taken with an infrared video camera, shows the same tank emitting gas.
,

93 oil and gas-related sites in the Barnen Shale pro
ducing counties of Demon, Tarram, Parker and John
son counties.

eas with elevated air concentrations of pollutants.
In the south Texas area, they saw visible infrared
plumes indicating emissions from barges in the ship

The TCEQ felt the infrared surveys could help

channel. Plumes were primarily noted at hatches and

determine whether significant VOC emissions existed

pressure relief values. They also saw emissions from

that were previously unknown or were unaccounted

"floating" roof tanks, among other sources.

for from unconventional sources in the petrochemical

In the Metroplex. some of the unconventional

and oil and gas industries, The cameras also help the

emission sources prompting funher investigation are

agency identify individual sources of emissions in ar-

believed to be oil and gas industry storage tank batter
ies. compressor sites and even produced water storage
and disposal sites.
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"We're really not out to pick on oil and gas, but
we saw a lot of things with the camera and now we
have to address them," Sheedy said.
''The c,lmera is a screening tool for us." TCEQ
Area Director Ramiro Garcia Jr. added, "An image

might show a VOC, but that might be totally in com
pliance with their authorization. We have to check it
ouL"
Usually, it is not possible for the TCEQ to get
enough details from the remotely-obtained infrared
images to ascertain exactly what the problem is that is
causing the "plumes" of VOC emissions to show up in
their video, so it's important to do some site visits to
get more information, according to both Sheedy and
Garcia.
"Initially, all we had when we got the images from
the sites was their location by latitude and longitude:'
Garcia said. "The first thing we did was identify the

We have
Expanded Metal
Running Boards & Steps

site owners and reach out to them:'
TCEQ slaff also reached Ollt to the energy industry
through trade associations such as the Alliance, the
Texas Independent Producers and Royalty Owners As
sociation and the Texas Oil and Gas Association (TX
OGA), asking their members to partner with TCEQ in

a "find and fix" program. At the current stage of the
8
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ance, said he believes the TCEQ
hopes to use the current VOC
infrared survey program to help
quantify any emissions problems.
"The cameras can give you a
visual that there are fugitive emis
sions, bUI we don't know how 10
quamify that," Stevens explained,
Our association's commitment is
to help the TCEQ find the right
information because the industry
will be better off if they have as
much hard data as possible, instead
of making assumptions, Stevens
continued,

Vapor recovery and
economic benefits
In addition to the potential
environmental benefit that infrared
camera surveys can bring, locat
Hy·Bon Engineering's Identify, Quantify, Rectify (lQR) Manager Butch Gidney uses a high flow sampler to
quantify a gas leak,

ing and capturing fugitive gas
emissions can potentially bring
an economic benefit to the energy

voluntary program, TCEQ has randomly selected 20

industry through vapor recovery. Once identified, the

sites (10 in the Barnett Shale and 10 along the Texas

leaking gas can often be recovered by lise of a vapor

coast) identified in the 2007 infrared survey to exam
ine further. Participation by site owners is strictly vol
untary, but Garcia said owners at all sites had agreed
to participate,
"We've reached out to the (energy trade) associa
tions and said 'here arc the places we're looking at
- if we pick one of your sites. we'll share the image
with you, discuss the situation:" Garcia explained,
"If you're one of the 20 companies who actively
participate and address emissions identified, the TCEQ
will offer enforcement discretion. We are hoping

PRONTO
STAFFING.
Your Best Choice in Temp-to-Hire Staffing

REDUCE RISK & INCREASE YOUR BOTTOM LINE

{Q learn a gre,lt deal from this partnership:' Garcia

•

Try Temp-to·Hire & Reduce the Risk of Direct Hiring

continued, "This partnership will give site owners a

•

Reduce Costly Turnover by Hiring Only the Best

•

Reduce Your Workers' Compensation Claims

•

Reduce Your Unemployment Claims & SUTA Rates

ground and work with the owner to resolve any is

•

We Drug & Background Screen ALL Employees

sues."

•

We Report & Pay ALL Payroll Taxes

•

We do ALL local Advertising for Positions

chance to get the infrared camera image in their hands
to address the issue, Once they have a chance to ad
dress the YOCs, we may re-image the site from the

The survey process will also include a question
naire for site owners to answer. Results of the survey
process should be available within the next six months
and Garcia said the agency will share the results with
the energy industry,
"We want to work together to also identify things
that can be done to keep emissions from occurring
industry-wide:' Garcia said,
Bill Stevens, executive vice president of the Alli-
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recovery unit. then sold for a profit.

ing vapor recovery equipment. the

that captures the gas and helps pro

One company that specializes in

55-year-old company decided to

duce energy wilh iI,"

doing this is Midland-based Hy

offer the infrared camera surveys

Bon Engineering. which purchased

as a value-added service for its

some or the approximately $90.000

customers to help them identify

recovered and there's access to a

infrared cameras (\\ \\ \\ .h� -bon.

and measure the quantity of the

relatively low-pressure pipeline,

efUn), The company offers inrrared
�'�mer;l ,U[ycy" to identify leaks.

usually low-flow gas stream. com

Hy-Bon, as well as other vendor,.

pany President Larry Richards said.

will provide Ihe vapor recovery

then \\or)..s \\ilh companies to

Then, Hy-Bon can provide "coSt

equipment and installation at no

lIlstall the proper equipment to rc

effective methods of capturing that

charge to the energy company. in

co \'er the emissions.

gas to get it into a pipeline." he

exchange for a percentage of the

continued. "Our ultimate goal is

gas recovered.

Although Hy-Bon's core busi

we want to sell them the equipment

ness is designing and manufactur-

In some cases where a com
mercial quantilY or gas is being

"Most of our projects start out
as an environmental project. Rich
ards said. "They'll do vapor recov
ery on the first location based on
environmental concerns. then they
get the economic payback of cap
turing the gas and walll to do more
locations,"
At $6 per Mcf natural gas,
Richards said the cost of installing
vapor recovery equipment can be
recovered within 90 days in many
Texas oil production sectors, Even
when natural gas was at $1 .50 Mcr.
"most of our projects were aI less
than a year pay-out:' Richards said.

Strata Control Service. Inc,
specializes in products and services
designed to prevent and solve mud
and fluid losses in oil and gas drilling.
and other applications around the
world,

"In East Texas, we have some
projects that we did with 16-day
pay-outs:' Richards continued.
"In those pm1icular instances, they
didn't realize the volume of gas
they had coming off the site. which
wound up being 80 to 90 Mcr a

Our products. our knowledgeable and
experienced people and application
theory. and results achieved in
applications around the world, clearly
differentiate Strata Control Services.
Inc. as the leader in the mud/fluid
loss solutions. and it's why we say

"THE MUD STOPS HERE!";!!.

day, And that's not ullusual for an
oil tank battery in Texas, It jusl
depends whether you have a com
mercial quantity of gas and you
have a pipeline you can PUI it in,
The focus hasn't historically been
on gas in those facilities, it's been
on oil and the gas ha� been seen as
a nuisance.
;':�Hllr<ll ga.. can also be cap

337.785.0000
loA Free:

88IHI5&OOO1
P,O, Box 272
Crowley, LA 70526
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Strata COntrol's patented Strata VanGuard'" is 3!"I1nn0\8'. ,f
approach to the initial resp:IOSe to lost clI'coIation.

tured off produced \\ ater, often in
combinatIon \\ ith oil production.
T�pi�·.lll� the gas recovered leaking
tWill

\lij 'IQrage tanks is very rich.

't'r� hIgh in Blu content. Richards
·.lId For example. 1.000 Btu is
rlpt'll!11;' quality gas. but "storage"
("()milrll<!ti 011 pagl' 12)
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(CO/llilliled/rOlll 1"'8� 101
with more liquid.
"The gas that comes off
produced water is a lower
BIU, so you have to design
the equipment a little diffcr�
cnlly, but you can capture it
and it's a viable gas stream,"
Richards added.
Another area where in
frared surveys can be useful
is at reciprocating compres
sor sites, where gas leaks
can sometimes be hard to
pinpoint and the potential
is high for shrinkage in gas
volumes from wells to the
pipeline meter.

VOCs not
common in core
BarneH Shale
production
counties

A vapor recovery system on location uses a new Emerson Sero\! compressor and a fu\!y·automated
programmable logic contro\\er
pressu re gas stream.

(?LQ

system. which allows the system to effectively capture a wet, low·

Chesapeake Energy says it is the most active

Tier I sweet spots of Tarrant. Johnson and western Dal

driller and the largest leasehold owner in Ihe core and

las counties in the Barnett Shale. Chesapeake spokes
person Jerri Robbins said that Johnson and Tarrant
counties do not have voe emissions since the gas
in the Barnett is lean. meaning it is 95 to 96 percent

ERN

clean methane gas. so it does not contain the liquid
hydrocarbons that produce VOC emissions.
However, Robbins pointed out that Chesapeake
does recognize that, as the Barnett Shale play moves

1 (800)765-5186
'I•
.•I
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west toward Hood County (and into the northwest.
<"

which is Demon, Dccamr. etc. ), liquid hydrocarbons
are present. However. Chesapeake is not currently ac
tive in those areas.
" In addition. wc -- and alher operators -- are regu

Workover/Completion Rigs
Reverse Circulators

lated and required by the EPA (Environmental Protec
lion Agency) 10 meet strict standards for compressors

Fishing & Tool Rentals

and must test them evcry quarter lIsing a third party

Backhoe Service

timl to perform those tests:' Robbins pointed out.

Oilfield Safety Anchors

"Chesapeake must file a compliance report with the

Winch Trucks

test findings to TCEQ. Because Fort Worth-Dallas is
a non-attainment area. the regulations are even more
stringenl than in other parts of the country. therefore
the allowed emissions are even less. Every main line
compressor has a catalytic cOllverter -- just like a car
-- to control emissions. and they also are fueled by the
natural gas we produce. further reducing emissions
because natural gas burns cleaner than other fossil
fuels. "*
By Pumela Percil·ai. Editur.
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